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on gathering matter or which are found to result in long:
speeches at the expense of accuracy. If a longish speeck
teem with errors of language, shorter or easier exercises
should be substituted. Careful graduation is a condition
of sound steady progress. On the other hand, the teacher
should not hesitate to try independent composition;
occasionally even in the middle stage, if there are pupils,
ready for it.
And as regards the conduct of the lesson or exercise
the point should be reiterated that it is not so much ike-
matter as the language of the composition that claims.
atte?ition. It is, therefore, errors or improvements in
language and expression that the teacher and his pupils
should watch for in the speeches delivered. But, again,,
the speaker should not be interrupted in the middle of
his speech : the errors should be saved up for correction
and impression of the corrections after he has finished.
If he makes too many, it is better not to let him proceed.
Lastly, as regards the relation of this work in English
to the teaching of the vernacular. The exercises suggest-
ed above are more easily undertaken in the vernacular 1
than in English, and that at an earlier stage. The habit
of continuous speaki?ig on things in one^s mind should
be cultivated in the vernacular before the same habit
is called into play in English. And bacause the pupil has
in his vernacular an easier medium of verbal expression,
the exercises which he attempts there may be propor-
tionately more ambitious.
Written Exercises
Topics of the kind suggested above for oral exercises
are, of course, equally suitable for written work, for
which preliminary preparation should always be de-
manded ; and the teacher must be somewhat cautious
of introducing written exercises of any length for which
oral exercises have not been prepared. It is true that he
1 It is not the business of this book to treat the teaching of
the vernacular except as it concerns the teaching of English ;
bnt for suggestions for suitable and interesting exercises in the
vernacular reference is invited to-T/ie Teaching of English (consi-
dered as a vernacular) by W. S. Tomkinson (Oxford University
Press), chapters II and III.

